PANACEA TWIN
According to the legend, Panacea - the mythological Greek goddess - possessed a medicine
known to cure every illness on earth. With Panacea, Tylö has reinterpreted this mythology
classic, by creating a sauna and steam room experience in two
cabins combined.
Step into Panacea Twin and arrive at another dimension - a place
where exquisite materials and sensual, soothing experiences
carry you through a pleasant metamorphosis. Enter the world of
Panacea and re-emerge a changed person.

SAUNA &
STEAM IN
ONE SINGLE
SOLUTION

A complete solution for the high-end spa or your own home.

DESIGN AND MATERIALS
With unmatched sense for design and quality the Panacea Twin
offers a wide flexibility in size and interior, all wrapped in a timeless
design. Our goal has been to create a highly flexible sauna and
steam bath solution where versatility and bespoke solutions rule,
where design flows unrestrained. You can easily mix and match wall
panels, interior and layouts, in both the sauna and in the steam room.

LUXURIOUS
TIMELESS
DESIGN

CORIAN
When creating Panacea Twin, we used Corian for interior features such as
benches. Thanks to its extremely flexible and multifaceted properties, Corian is
every architect’s preferred material. It’s a durable, elegant and hygienic material
that through its physical properties are extremely suitable for steam rooms.

THE SUITE AND SPA
Introducing Panacea Twin to a commercial setting such as a hotel suite adds
value to the guest’s experience and constitutes a desirable quality to the high-end
hospitality sector. The sauna and steam bath solution are part of a comprehensive
concept with possibilities to add bespoke furniture and accessories. Thanks to its
modular construction, the Panacea Twin is ready to be used almost immediately.
The Panacea Twin room is surprisingly simple to assemble and install. The design is
meticulously engineered and delivered in finished modules. Panacea Twin from Tylö
is ready to use within hours, rather than days.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Steam room

Sauna room

Materials

Aluminium, glass & Corian

Aluminium, glass & your choiche of sauna interior

Framework

White or black aluminium

White or black aluminium

Seats

Corian benches

Your choiche of sauna benches

Lighting

Spots in ceiling & mood lit in back section

LED spots in ceiling & behind backrest

Door and walls

8 mm safety glass

8 mm safety glass

Generator/Heater Steam Home or Steam Commercial

Sense series

Control panel

Elite

Elite
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